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The Willys Wagon â€” and Willys Pickup â€” were full-size trucks featuring a wagon and pickup
bodystyle respectively. The FJ â€” was a DJ-3A fitted with a van body with a redesigned
steering and seating arrangement similar to the Forward Control trucks. The F leetvan J eeps
were designed specifically for moving cargo. The FJ-3 easily distinguishable by horizontal grille
slots was offered specifically as a postal truck, while a longer FJ-3A was offered for other fleet
purposes. The JL utilized many of the same features as the JK, however modifications were
done to incorporate an All Wheel Drive feature full-time 4WD and front axle disconnects for
improved fuel mileage. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Categories : Jeep vehicles.
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weasel-worded phrases Articles with specifically marked weasel-worded phrases from July
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Introduced in as a
model, the TJ reintroduced the circular headlights the classic Jeep models had been known for.
For the model year, the long-wheelbase Unlimited model was introduced. From to , designers
worked at the new Chrysler Technical Center , building on various design proposals. In May ,
now with engineering and supplier input, Santoro's final Wrangler production design was frozen
at 32 months ahead of initial assembly. Verification prototypes using production bodies were
built from early and tested through late As YJ production ceased in December , the last
pre-production TJ examples were assembled, with start of series of production in January
Unveiled on January 2, , at the Detroit Auto Show as an early model year introduction model
year skipped , the TJ was an evolutionary update. It later arrived in Jeep showrooms in April ,
after 6 years of overall investment and 36 month production development phase. Instead of leaf
springs , this updated Wrangler featured a modern coil-spring suspension, front and rear, based
on that of the Jeep Grand Cherokee , for better ride and handling, and a return to the classic
CJ's round headlamps. The engine is the same 4. The 2. In MY , the fuel tank became standard
at 19 U. There were some changes between the and years. From to , the side door mirrors were
black metal framed mirrors; and from to they were plastic molded mirrors. The fit of hard and
soft tops is slightly different, and the fabric and colors available changed from to In MY , the
3-speed automatic transmission was replaced with a 4-speed automatic with overdrive. The
overdrive can be turned off with a dash switch. The radio bezels went from a rectangle in to a
rounded-edged rectangle for The sound bar inside was changed to sound pods. The interior
seats also changed design, going from a rounder model to one with a distinct separation
between back and headrest areas. The standard skid plate was also revised for to make room
for the Rubicon's bigger NVOR transfer case. This version of the Wrangler is also notable for
being the last production vehicle to use AMC -related parts. A right hand drive version of the TJ
was available for export markets, and was also offered for sale to U. The version offered to U.
The longer frame has one extra crossmember and overall, the Unlimited is some 15 inches
longer than a standard TJ, offering 2 inches more rear-seat legroom, and 13 inches more cargo
space length. Starting in , Automotive Industries Ltd. AIL , an Israeli automaker and major
supplier of the Israeli Security Forces , began delivery of their 2nd generation of "Storm"
military jeeps, manufactured under licence from Chrysler, to the Israel Defense Forces. The new
model incorporated a number of significant changes â€” both in regard to its predecessor, as
well as compared to its Wrangler basis. Perhaps the most obvious change is the addition of
dual passenger doors, making the Storm II the first five-door Jeep Wrangler derivative. Jeep
Wrangler TJ uses a recirculating ball -type steering gear. For the model year , the Jeep Wrangler
TJ received a mid-cycle restyling. On the exterior, there were new wheel designs to choose
from, as well as new exterior decals. Under the hood, a new 2. A new off-road focused Rubicon
model was introduced, The Ultradrive 42RLE automatic transmission became the sole automatic
transmission regardless of engine choice. On the interior, a new steering wheel derived from
the Jeep Grand Cherokee WJ was added, and interior switch gear was also revised. A standard
four-speaker audio system and optional seven-speaker premium audio system with a front
center console-mounted subwoofer and amplifier were both available. Sirius Satellite Radio
became available for the first time on the Wrangler. The seats were redesigned with new fabrics
and improved comfort. The key was also redesigned with a new round head. The 4. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Complete engine specs. Complete engine
specs [3]. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. June Learn
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links. Chrysler Corporation DaimlerChrysler Wrangler YJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler
Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover.
Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL.
Compact SUV. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL.
Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK.
Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. Compact pickup. CJ-8
Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT. Full-size pickup. Vehicle availablity
limited to China. Concept Cars. Although neither AMC nor Chrysler after its purchase of AMC in
have claimed that the Wrangler was a direct descendant of the original military model â€” both
the CJ Jeeps and the conceptually consistent Wrangler, with their solid axles and open top,
have been called the Jeep model as central to Jeep's brand identity as the rear-engined is to
Porsche. Similar to the Willys MB and the CJ Jeeps before it, all Wrangler models continue to
use a separate body and frame, rigid live axles both front and rear, a tapering nose design with
flared fenders, a fold-flat windshield, and can be driven without doors. Also, with few
exceptions, they have part-time four-wheel drive systems , with the choice of high and low
gearing, and standard are open bodies with removable hard- or soft-tops. However, the
Wrangler series was specifically redesigned to be safer and more comfortable on-road, to
attract more daily drivers, [2] by upgrading its suspension, drivetrain, and interior, compared to
the CJ line. The suspension on all Wranglers included trackbars and anti-roll bars , and, from
the TJ onwards, front and rear coil springs instead of the previous leaf-springs. From on, the
Wrangler has been complemented with long-wheelbase versions, called Wrangler Unlimited. In
both an automatic and manual 6-speed NSG were offered. By mid the four-door models
represented three-quarters of all new Wranglers on the market. Outwardly strongly resembling
the Jeep CJ-7 , the first Wrangler, which was formally announced in February at the Chicago
Auto Show , was based on a new set of design parameters. The YJ still had leaf spring
suspension similar to that of the CJ â€” however, the springs were wider, and the first Wrangler
sported trackbar suspension links and anti-roll bars for improved handling and safety, making it
less easy to flip by untrained or unwary drivers. The Wrangler debuted in as a new model after
the discontinuance of the Jeep CJ series. In , Wrangler production was moved to Toledo
Complex. In all previous models, the grille was flat and even with the front fenders. The newer
Wrangler was constructed with a grille that angled out from the top and then continued in a
straight line from the midway point, toward the bottom. This decreased the hood length while
increasing the length of the fenders. In more recent models, this angle has been lowered more
toward the bottom of the grille. There is a Wrangler-based pickup truck , the Gladiator , which
began production in for the model year. Although introduced in under control of Renault , and
by the first model year under new ownership of Chrysler , the first-generation Wrangler had still
been developed by American Motors Corporation. It featured rectangular headlamps, differing
from the round ones on its predecessors, the CJ Jeeps. Although continuing many essentials,
such as an open body with only minor modifications, on a separate frame, with the same
wheelbase, part-time 4WD and live rigid axles on leaf-springs, both front and rear, just like the
CJ-7 â€” the new 'Wrangler' was promoted by the manufacturer as a significantly new design
with a wider track, slightly less ground clearance , more comfort and improved safety and
handling. Israeli military carmaker Automotive Industries Ltd. AIL builds the whole vehicles
themselves, save for various externally sourced engines. Long and short wheelbase versions
were also available for civilian purchase. Aside from this, there was a Jeep-managed production
line in Egypt, whose jeeps are used by the Egyptian armed forces â€” but this was absorbed
into the AIL Storm production after it closed in Introduced in as a model, the second-generation
Wrangler reintroduced the round headlamps from the classic Jeep models. The main engine
was the AMC 4. From the Wrangler TJ onwards, all Wranglers were fitted with coil-spring
instead of leaf-spring suspension. Late in the TJ's life cycle, in , a long-wheelbase "Unlimited"
model was introduced for the first time. Furthermore, starting , Israeli Automotive Industries

Ltd. The third-generation Wrangler was released in for the model year. Developed under the
ownership of DaimlerChrysler , the JK was Jeep's first Wrangler that was a completely
clean-sheet design of the body, frame, and suspension. New features for the Wrangler included
power windows, remote power door locks, navigation, as well as electronically detachable
sway-bars on some models. These became quite successful sellers. On September 2, , Jeep
announced a partnership with Activision for the second year in a row, to make a special edition
Modern Warfare 3 Jeep based on the Wrangler Rubicon model. The Jeep comes with various
features including the interior and exterior being designed with a Modern Warfare 3 theme. Jeep
dealers started selling this model in November The fourth-generation Wrangler was unveiled in
late for the model year. The JL features a host of new features including: additional powertrains
over the Pentastar V6, a redesigned 8-speed automatic transmission, an easier fold-flat
windshield, new zipperless soft tops, and a more modern interior. Powertrains for the models
included a 2. Additionally, a 2. For the model year, Jeep introduced a plug-in hybrid version of
the Wrangler, dubbed the Wrangler 4xe, that will go on sale in early The Wrangler 4xe will
provide an estimated 25 miles of all-electric range. Advertisements have mentioned the release
of a model 6. Sales of the new are expected to be available early In and for , it was also awarded
the Best Resale Value Award from Kelly Blue Book in the compact sport utility vehicle category.
In , The Jeep Wrangler had set the Guinness World Record for highest altitude attained by a
four-wheeled vehicle after ferrying Matthias Jeschke and his Extrem Events adventure team up
Chile's Ojos del Salado, the highest volcano on Earth record reached the same year by a Suzuki
Samurai [24]. The edition of Forbes Autos lists the four-wheel-drive convertible Jeep Wrangler
at number four among the top ten vehicles with the highest resale value. A iSeeCars. In
September , Chrysler Vice Chairman Tom LaSorda unveiled a range-extended electric 4-door
Wrangler along with similarly engineered Town and Country minivan and a purely electric
sports car. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Four-wheel-drive off-road SUV produced by
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jeep Wrangler Unlimited, Sahara edition. Jeep
Wrangler Unlimited Sport S. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jeep Wrangler. Wrangler
YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU.
Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass
MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Compact SUV. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover.
Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand
Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand
Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. Compact pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup.
Gladiator JT. Full-size pickup. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Throughout
our storied history, Jeep Brand vehicle owners have learned that Go Anywhere. Do Anything.
The Jeep badge stands for more than a brand. Explore our legendary lineup, then create your
own timeless story. Born in the heat of battle, the Go Anywhere. The equally heroic civilian Jeep
Brand vehicles of the s firmly established the Jeep Brand as the undisputed leader in 4x4
technology. The s saw the rise of the recreation vehicle, as well as engineering superiority.
Prestige and individuality ruled the day. The Jeep Brand lineup grew to include 14 modelsâ€”for
work, play, recreation and luxuriously capable transportation. The sporty 2-door full-size
Cherokee SJ sweeps the 4x4 of the Year awards. Six models help elevate sales to all-time highs.
The mighty XJ introduced many industry firsts, including: the first compact 4-door SUV, first
UniFrame construction, and first full-time 4x4 system with shift-on-the-fly capability. The
super-capable Wrangler TJ with its new coil suspension was introduced in Sales soared to K
units for the decade. A new 4-door Wrangler took the industry by storm. The Compass and

Patriot were the first Jeep Brand vehicles to reach into the small cross-utility segment. The s
started with a bang, setting the tone for a decade that had much more in store. Skip to main
content. Shopping Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Badge of
Honor. Overview s s s s s s s s s. Disclosure Willys Quad prototype. Disclosure Always drive
within your ability and experience level and consistent with conditions. Find Your Country.
Contact Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base
model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and
offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer.
Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to In , it was titled
"PowerTech" in the Jeep Cherokee. It is due to be slowly replaced by the 2. Intake manifold is
plastic. Radiator is cooled by a thermostat controlled electric fan. The 2. The block is basically
the same as the 4. The head featured a new combustion chamber and port design which was
later used on the 4. The four-cylinder and V6 shared the same drivetrain components, whereas
stronger transmissions were needed for the 4. The final production year used sequential
mulitple-port fuel injection. For comparison, the 4. For several years, the engine was detuned
for the Wrangler; from at least to , it produced horsepower and ft lbs of torque with 9. Inline four
turbodiesel engine provided by Italian manufacturer VM Motori, owned by Detroit Diesel
Corporation, cc, OVH gear driven , push rod, 2 valves per cylinder, indirect injection. Instead of
a single head covering all four cylinders, it featured an independent head for each piston 4
heads , a concept borrowed from VM Motori's ample experience building marine engines. VM
OVH also HR , was the smoothest, most petrol-like units available at time,and had the highest
power pr liter ratio available. None of these models was immune to the severe overheating
issues of this engine. This in-line 4 cylinder diesel motor is produced in Italy by VM Motori. This
engine is a newer version of the R While having the same displacement and bore and stroke,
this engine is a different block than the R This engine is used in the JK Wrangler outside of the
U. This engine is often reffered to by its development codename: Panther. This engine features:.
Indeed, if you're looking for power the hood of a Jeep, look elsewhere. However, with proper
tuning and maintenance, the 2. It was installed in Jeep vehicles with a two-barrel Rochester
carburetor. One barrel is a primary while other is a vacuum-actuated secondary. Many 2. High
performance parts, such as camshafts and aluminum, four-barrel intakes are also available.
However, owners shouldn't expect significant power gains from such hardware. The state of
Colorado emissions control web site recommended installing a PCV valve for the Chevrolet V8
and adjusting the metering rod in the carburetor primary to keep it from lifting prematurely. The
4. It had the same 3. The first 4. The Renix also used a very advanced engine knocking sensor,
which allowed the computer to know if detonation was occurring, thus allowing the computer to
make the appropriate changes to prevent this. In the 4. Chrysler also enlarged the throttle body
and redesigned the intake and exhaust manifolds for more efficiency, and the fuel injectors
were once again replaced with higher flowing units. The camshaft profile was also changed.
Badging on Jeeps equipped with this engine read "4. The new cam profile combined with
altered computer programming eliminated the need for an EGR valve and knock sensor, but
make the engine more sensitive to alterations, especially where emissions are concerned. Small
changes were made to the cylinder head for the model year. In , the engine block was
redesigned, and a new strengthened unit was then used. The new block made use of more
webbing cast into the block, and a stud girdle for added rigidity of the crankshaft main bearings.
The cylinder head was also again changed around to a lower flowing, but more emissions
friendly, design. Engines installed in Grand Cherokees carried the Power Tech name, which was
subsequently passed on to 4. It is foreseeable that this engine may be made for many more
years in the People's Republic of China, where a slightly modified version of the XJ Jeep
Cherokee with 2. This engine is considered one of the best offroad engines ever made. The
extreme low end torque is ideal for trailing and rock crawling. The only downfall to the engine is
the low power output for mudding applications but this can be fixed with various aftermarket
options including a supercharger for the engine. The better flowing 4. The longer stroke
crankshaft and rods will drop right in the slightly larger bore 4. Blocks should be sonic checked
for adequate cylinder wall thickness before boring 0. This iron block cubic inch I-6 cyl was
introduced in and stayed in the jeep family until In the CJ's including the CJ-5 were powered
with this reliable mill. And finally, In the YJ Wrangler used the low end tourque and HP from the
venerable '6' until the end of when the 4. When comparing the later 4. The has a cast iron block
and cylinder head, hydraulic lifters non-adjustable rockers , and 7 main bearings. The main
strengths of the are it's reliablity, low cost, low RPM horsepower and torque peaks, and
serviceability. It's biggest weakness is the Carter Carb. Some continued well after the merger in
Jeep vehicles until Mason desired to negotiate a merger between Nash, Hudson, Studebaker
and Packard. Initially he had a verbal agreement with Packard that the two companies would

supply parts for each other when practical. These were supplied with Packard "Ultramatic"
automatic transmissions - exclusively. AMC sent Packard some parts bids, but were rejected as
too expensive. An incensed George Mason ordered his engineering department to develop an
in-house V8 as soon as possible. The engineering department hired David Potter, a former
Kaiser Continental engineer, to come in and help develop AMC's first non-inline engine. Potter
had previously been involved with a V8 plan for Kaiser, but both Nash and Hudson design
elements can be seen in the design. From drawing board to full production in just under 18
months was an engineering feat in itself. All these engines are externally identical, weigh in at
lbs only 26 lbs more that the famed '55 small block Chevy , and feature a high quality forged
steel crankshaft, connecting rods in a very rigid "Hudson X" style crank gallery, a Nash style
shaft mounted rocker arm system and an excellent lubrication system that serves as a model of
oiling system design theory. Engine displacement was varied by bore dimension to reduce
tooling costs and streamline the manufacturing process. The has a 3. Bore size is cast on the
top of the block near the back of the right bank cylinder head. These cars had the top of the line
model trim, but were built on the shorter wheelbase Statesman and Wasp models hence the
"Special" name. A V-8 then became an option in the Classic instead of a separate model. By US
auto industry convention, the V8 engine was a controversial design for manufacturers who held
to the merits of inline 8 engine construction, such as Nash, Hudson and Chevrolet. But for
consumer percieved charisma, potential benefits of increased power to weight ratio and
reduced overall height for future body shell designs among other issues, the V8 engine became
all the rage in the early fifties. The AMC Rambler V8's displacements reflect the similar
displacements of the previously popular inline 8s as well as the quite similar displacements
offered by the competition. When the was dropped in , there was no V-8 option for Rambler
models other than the top of the line Ambassador. Dealers complained, so the was introduced
as an option for the "mid size" Rambler. Like the , it used hydraulic valve lifters. Only 2V models
were produced, there were no 4V options from the factory as this was the economy model V The
was produced through Unlike the , the came with hydraulic valve lifters. This engine debuted in
a special edition Rambler Rebel of which only were made. All had silver paint with a
gold-anodized "spear" on each side. This was to be the first electronic fuel injected EFI
production engine, but teething problems with the Bendix "Electrojector" unit meant that only a
few engineering and press cars were built, estimated to be no more than six units. However, at
least two regular production Rebels with EFI were known to have been built. It was the second
fastest car on the beach, bested only by a Chevrolet Corvette with mechanical fuel injection,
and only by a couple tenths of a second. The EFI was rated at hp, and the production 4V
carbureted model at hp. All the EFI cars were reportedly converted to 4V carb before being sold;
none are known to have existed outside the engineering department at AMC. The main problem
was that vacuum tube and early transistor electronics just could not keep up with the demands
of "on the fly" engine controls. The was not available in any other Rambler models in beside the
Special Edition Rebel. The Nash Ambassador and Hudson Hornet "Special" models were
dropped after , replaced by standard wheelbase models with the V-8 instead of the V When the
big Nash and Hudson cars were dropped after , they were replaced by the "Ambassador by
Rambler" â€” a stretched Rebel Rambler V-8 with the V-8 instead of the The was exclusive to the
Ambassador line, and could not be ordered in a Rebel or Classic. The was also sold to Kaiser
Motors from to for use in the early Wagoneers and the Gladiator pick-ups. Kaiser switched to
Buick s in to power these vehicles. It was during this time that AMC released their newer V8
engine which appears to be a near copy of Buick's original V6 design, but with two more
cylinders added on to the rear of the engine. AMC went on to purchase Kaiser's automotive
operations and about that time the V6 factory was sold back again to Buick. The cid AMC V8
debuted in ' A version debuted in '67, having a larger bore with the same crank and rods. Four
barrel versions of the and were named "Typhoon " and "Typhoon ". The typhoon name alludes
to AMC's nearest competitor Chrysler who was threatening the entire US auto industry with the
release of a full production turbine engine, whereas the names "Typhoon" and "Turbine" are
similar subliminal word pictures which suggest a similar turning motion. All three engine sizes ,
, and share the same basic block design â€” the different displacements are achieved through
various bore and stroke combinations. All blocks share the same external measurements and
thus can be swapped easily. They did share some electrical parts starter and distributor with
Fords, and some models used Motorcraft Ford carburetors, but the engine design is totally
different. Other than that, this engine is vastly different from the GEN-1 model. The GEN-2 is
closer to the physical size of US made small-block V-8s except for the bore centers, which are
the same as some big-block engines. It was used exclusively in the American model the first
year some reports indicate a few late production Classics had s substituted for s, but that hasn't
been substantiated. These engine blocks were unchanged through The head used during this

time are the so-called rectangle port, named after their exhaust port shape. The heads use
smaller valves, 1. The and AMX used the same larger valve heads, 2. It was built from through It
has a 3. This version had a The engine became so popular that the option was cancelled for the
'69 AMC Rebel for production capacities. Bore is 4. Maximum factory recommended overbore is
only 0. Engine bay of a Javelin with a Ram Air V8In , all three blocks grew in deck height and
gained a new head design. The stroke and deck height on the and was increased by 0. The AMX
remained at the same displacement by using a special rod and piston for this year only. It is
believed that AMC kept the this last year due to the reputation it had garnered in the two seater
AMX, which was discontinued after In the was stroked by 0. The other change in was the switch
to the dog-leg heads. There are two reasons for the flow increase: First, the area of the port is
larger, due to the dog leg. Second, the shape of the port floor was changed from a concave to a
convex curve. The concave floor tended to bend the exhaust flow upwards which caused
turbulence when the flow was forced to go down into the exhaust manifolds. By switching to a
convex floor the curvature of the flow starts in the head and proceeds much more smoothly into
the exhaust manifold resulting in less turbulence and better flow. The intakes can be
interchanged by slotting the bolt holes, but the added deck height of the GEN-3 engine means
that sealing and port match will be compromised. GEN-3 intakes can be machined to fit GEN-2
engines by surface grinding the intake flanges by a machine shop and slotting the center holes.
There is a persistent myth about mid "" or "" AMC heads. These heads have the dog-leg exhaust
ports and cc combustion chambers. They are commonly identified by the first three or last three
for the heads; used a different casting digits of the casting number. There was a US auto
industry wide shift to lower compression ratios in mid , so AMC increased combustion chamber
size to cc. The first three digits of the casting number on the large chamber heads are , , or
depending on year. The early heads are not "the best" AMC heads as many have come to
believe. They will raise compression on a later engine with no other changes, but if building an
engine get the proper pistons for the desired ratio. There is no reason to search out these
relatively hard to find, and more expensive when found, heads for performance. It was the last
AMC V-8 to be manufactured. It was used exclusively in Jeep J-series Trucks , Jeep Wagoneer
models from , Cherokee from to , and Grand Wagoneer from 84 to This muscle car engine was
rated at hp kW due to a different intake. Production only lasted one year before it was stroked to
become the Like its GEN-2 cousin, the maximum factory recommended overbore is only 0. In it
was rated at hp. It was last produced in It was used exclusively in full size Jeeps Like the , the 's
crankshaft and connecting rods are forged steel. Like the , factory recommended overbore is
only 0. This is a casting same casting number without the displacement cast into the side and
with a bore and thicker deck. A dealer could stock one or two blocks to use for warranty
replacement. It was also sold as a heavy duty racing block, which is speculated to be the real
reason it was produced in the first place. It appeared in in time for the Trans-Am racing season.
Those received standard or engines. The 5. It has a cast-iron engine block and cylinder heads,
with a overhead valve configuration consisting of 16 valves controlled by hydraulic lifters and
aluminum pushrods. The intake manifold is known as a beer-barrel design due to it's high rise.
The fuel delivery system is a tuned-port design utilizing a common fuel rail. It holds 6 quarts of
oil and aproximately 3. The engine is rated at horses and ft-lbs of torque. It is a modern
powerplant that produces an impressive horsepower and lb-ft of torque. In order to boost fuel
economy, the engine utilizes Multiple-Displacement-System MDS which deactivates four of the
eight cylinders when they are not needed. Chrysler has developed another modern Hemi, this
time at 6. The displacement is cubic inches 6, cc. The engine is bored-out to 4. The engine block
is different, with revised coolant channels and oil jets to cool the pistons. A forged crankshaft,
lighter pistons, and strengthened connecting rods add durability. A new cast aluminum intake
manifold is tuned for high-RPM power and does not include variable-length technology.
Chrysler's Multi-Displacement System is not used. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Jeep Wiki. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Jeep is a brand of American automobile
and a division of Stellantis. Jeep's current product range consists solely of sport utility vehicles
â€” both crossovers and fully off-road worthy SUVs and models, including one pickup truck.
Previously, Jeep's range included other pick-ups, as well as small vans, and a few roadsters.
Some of Jeep's vehiclesâ€”such as the Grand Cherokee â€”reach into the luxury SUV segment,
a market segment the Wagoneer is considered to have started. Prior to the term "jeep" had been
used as U. Army slang for new recruits or vehicles, [10] [11] but the World War II "jeep" that
went into production in specifically tied the name to this light military 4x4, arguably making
them the oldest four-wheel drive mass-production vehicles now known as SUVs. The term
became common worldwide in the wake of the war. Doug Stewart noted: [13] "The spartan,
cramped, and unstintingly functional jeep became the ubiquitous World War II four-wheeled

personification of Yankee ingenuity and cocky, can-do determination. With its solid axles and
open top, the Wrangler has been called the Jeep model that is as central to the brand's identity
as the rear-engined is to Porsche. At least two Jeep models the CJ-5 and the SJ Wagoneer
enjoyed extraordinary three-decade production runs of a single body generation. In lowercase,
the term "jeep" continues to be used as a generic term for vehicles inspired by the Jeep that are
suitable for use on rough terrain. When it became clear that the United States would be involved
in the European theater of World War II , the Army contacted companies to create working
prototypes of a four-wheel drive reconnaissance car. The Army set a seemingly impossible
deadline of 49 days to supply a working prototype. Willys asked for more time, but was refused.
The Bantam Car Company had only a skeleton staff left on the payroll and solicited Karl Probst ,
a talented freelance designer from Detroit. After turning down Bantam's initial request, Probst
responded to an Army request and began work on July 17, , initially without salary. Probst laid
out full plans in just two days for the Bantam prototype known as the BRC or Bantam
Reconnaissance Car, working up a cost estimate the next day. Bantam's bid was submitted on
July 22, complete with blueprints. The hand-built prototype was completed in Butler,
Pennsylvania [20] and driven to Camp Holabird , Maryland on September 23 for Army testing.
The vehicle met all the Army's criteria except engine torque. The Army thought that the Bantam
company was too small to supply the required number of vehicles, so it supplied the Bantam
design to Willys and Ford , and encouraged them to modify the design. The resulting Ford
"Pygmy" and Willys "Quad" prototypes looked very similar to the Bantam BRC prototype, and
Spicer supplied very similar four-wheel drivetrain components to all three manufacturers. The
Willys version became the standard Jeep design, designated the model MB , and was built at
their plant in Toledo, Ohio. The familiar pressed-metal Jeep grille was a Ford design feature and
incorporated in the final design by the Army. Because the US War Department required a large
number of vehicles in a short time, Willys-Overland granted the US Government a non-exclusive
license to allow another company to manufacture vehicles using Willys' specifications. The
Army chose Ford as a second supplier, building Jeeps to the Willys' design. Willys supplied
Ford with a complete set of plans and specifications. There were subtle differences between the
two. Willys followed the Ford pattern by stamping 'Willys' into several body parts, but the U.
Jeeps were used by every service of the U. An average of were supplied to every Army infantry
regiment. Jeeps were used for many purposes, including cable laying, sawmill ,ing, as
firefighting pumpers, field ambulances, tractors, and, with suitable wheels, would run on railway
tracks. An amphibious jeep, the model GPA, or "seep" Sea Jeep was built for Ford in modest
numbers, but it could not be considered a success as it was neither a good off-road vehicle nor
a good boat. The Jeep has been widely imitated around the world, including in France by
Delahaye and by Hotchkiss et Cie after , Hotchkiss manufactured Jeeps under license from
Willys , and in Japan by Mitsubishi Motors and Toyota. The Land Rover was inspired by the
Jeep. The utilitarian good looks of the original Jeep have been hailed by industrial designers
and museum curators alike. The Museum of Modern Art described the Jeep as a masterpiece of
functionalist design and has periodically exhibited the Jeep as part of its collection. Pocket
Stove , "the two most important pieces of noncombat equipment ever developed. Some ads
claimed to offer "Jeeps still in the factory crate. The Jeepney is a unique type of taxi or bus
created in the Philippines. Jeepneys were built from Jeeps by lengthening and widening the rear
"tub" of the vehicle, allowing them to carry more passengers. Over the years, Jeepneys have
become the most ubiquitous symbol of the modern Philippines, even as they have been
decorated in more elaborate and flamboyant styles by their owners. Most Jeepneys today are
scratch-built by local manufacturers, using different powertrains. Aside from Jeepneys,
backyard assemblers in the Philippines construct replica Jeeps with stainless steel bodies and
surplus parts, and are called "owner-type jeeps" as jeepneys are also called "passenger-type
jeeps". In the United States military, the Jeep has been supplanted by a number of vehicles e.
Ford's M of which the latest is the Humvee. After World War II, Jeep began to experiment with
new designs, including a model that could drive underwater. On February 1, , contract N8ss was
approved for 1, units "especially adapted for general reconnaissance or command
communications" and "constructed for short period underwater operation such as encountered
in landing and fording operations. In , Jeep developed the M 1. It had heavier full-floating axles
and a foldable, vertical, flat windshield. Today, it serves other countries and is still being
produced by Kia under license. Many explanations of the origin of the word jeep have proven
difficult to verify. Joe Frazer, Willys-Overland President from to , claimed to have coined the
word jeep by slurring the initials G. A more detailed view, popularized by R. Lee Ermey on his
television series Mail Call , disputes this "slurred GP" origin, saying that the vehicle was
designed for specific duties, and was never referred to as "General Purpose" and it is highly
unlikely that the average jeep-driving GI would have been familiar with this designation. Ermey

suggests that soldiers at the time were so impressed with the new vehicles that they informally
named it after Eugene the Jeep , a character in the Thimble Theatre comic strip and cartoons
created by E. Segar , as early as mid-March Eugene the Jeep was Popeye's "jungle pet" and was
"small, able to move between dimensions and could solve seemingly impossible problems. The
word "jeep" however, was used as early as World War I, as US Army slang for new uninitiated
recruits, or by mechanics to refer to new unproven vehicles. A precursor of the Boeing B Flying
Fortress was also referred to as the jeep. Words of the Fighting Forces by Clinton A. Sanders, a
dictionary of military slang, published in , in the library at The Pentagon gives this definition:.
This definition is supported by the use of the term "jeep carrier" to refer to the Navy's small
escort carriers. Early in , Willys-Overland demonstrated the vehicle's off-road capability by
having it drive up the steps of the United States Capitol , driven by Willys test driver Irving
"Red" Hausmann, who had recently heard soldiers at Fort Holabird calling it a "jeep. Katharine
Hillyer's article was published nationally on February 19, , and included a picture of the vehicle
with the caption:. Although the term was also military slang for vehicles that were untried or
untested, this exposure caused all other jeep references to fade, leaving the 4x4 with the name.
The "Jeep" brand has gone through many owners, starting with Willys-Overland , which filed
the original trademark application for the "Jeep" brand-name in February The Federal Trade
Commission initially ruled in favor of Bantam in May , largely ignoring Minneapolis-Moline's
claim, and continued to scold Willys-Overland after the war for its advertising. Willys had also
seriously considered the brand name A GRI J EEP , and was granted the trademark for it in
December , but instead the civilian production models as of were marketed as the "Universal
Jeep," which reflected a wider range of uses outside of farming. The original 9-slot grille
associated with all World War II jeeps was designed by Ford for their GPW, and because it
weighed less than the original "Slat Grille" of Willys an arrangement of flat bars , was
incorporated into the "standardized jeep" design. Chrysler Jeep claims it has the exclusive
rights to use the seven vertical slits since it is the sole remaining assignee of the various
companies since Willys gave their postwar jeeps seven slots instead of Ford's nine-slot design
for the Jeep. Jeep advertising has always emphasized the brand's vehicles' off-road
capabilities. These axles are known for their durability, strength, and articulation. New
Wranglers come with a Dana 44 rear differential and a Dana 30 front differential. The upgraded
Rubicon model of the JK Wrangler is equipped with electronically activated locking differentials,
Dana 44 axles front and rear with 4. Another benefit of solid axle vehicles is they tend to be
easier and cheaper to "lift" with aftermarket suspension systems. This increases the distance
between the axle and chassis of the vehicle. By increasing this distance, larger tires can be
installed, which will increase the ground clearance , allowing it to traverse even larger and more
difficult obstacles. In addition to higher ground clearance, many owners aim to increase
suspension articulation or "flex" to give their Jeeps greatly improved off-road capabilities. Good
suspension articulation keeps all four wheels in contact with the ground and maintains traction.
Useful features of the smaller Jeeps are their short wheelbases, narrow frames, and ample
approach , breakover , and departure angles, allowing them to fit into places where full-size
four-wheel drives have difficulty. After the war, Willys did not resume production of its
passenger-car models, choosing instead to concentrate on Jeeps and Jeep-branded vehicles,
launching the Jeep Station Wagon in , the Jeep Truck in , and the Jeepster in By the end of ,
Kaiser-Frazer had dropped the Willys Aero, as well as its own passenger cars to sell Jeeps
exclusively. In Jeep introduced the CJ-7, replacing the CJ-6 in North America, as well as
crossing , civilian units in annual global sales for the first time. Renault began selling Jeeps
through their European dealerships soon thereafter, beginning in Belgium and France,
gradually supplanting a number of independent importers. By , the automobile markets had
changed and Renault itself was experiencing financial troubles. After more than 40 years, the
four-wheel drive utility vehicles brand that had been a profitable niche for smaller automakers
fell into the hands of one of the Big Three ; and Jeep was the only AMC brand continued by
Chrysler after the acquisition. DaimlerChrysler eventually sold most of their interest in Chrysler
to a private equity company in Mitsubishi built more than 30 models in Japan between and ;
Most were based on the CJ-3B model of the original Willys-Kaiser design. Toledo, Ohio has
been the headquarters of the Jeep brand since its inception, and the city has always been proud
of this heritage. The Jeep Wrangler and Jeep Cherokee are built in the city currently, in separate
facilities, not far from the site of the original Willys-Overland plant. American Motors set up the
first automobile-manufacturing joint venture in the People's Republic of China on January 15,
Manufacture continued after Chrysler's buyout of AMC. The original XJ model was updated and
called the "Jeep " toward the end of its production that ended after The restyled body was
mostly prompted to clear the taller new overhead-valve Hurricane engine. With over , wagons
and its variants built in the U. Its production coincided with consumers moving to the suburbs.

The introduced Jeepster was directly based on the rear-wheel-drive Jeep Station Wagon
chassis, and shared many of the same parts. From onwards Willys offered two-wheel drive
versions of their CJ Jeeps for commercial use, called DJ models for 'Dispatcher Jeep' , in both
open and closed body-styles. A well-known version was the right-hand drive model with sliding
side-doors, used by the US Postal service. In the range was expanded with the 'Fleetvan'
delivery-van, based on DJ Jeeps. The Jeep brand currently produces five models, but 8 vehicles
are under the brand name or use the Jeep logo:. Jeep is also a brand of apparel of outdoor
lifestyle sold under license. It is reported that there are between and 1, such outlets in China,
vastly outnumbering the number of Jeep auto dealers in the country. From Wikipedia, the free
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